VIDEO ASSIST CATALOG
PIX 240 FOR RENT $ 350/DAY
With Np-1 batteries 4x 2hours.
Pix 240 Brackets for sale $ 200

7” HANDHELD LCD TV
A bright monitor with digital + analog TV
reception in combat-proof housing - receives
signals from mini transmitters and broadcast
TV stations, daylight viewable, NTSC: VHF,
UHF, CATV, DIGITAL ATSC, 4x3, 16x9, not
anamorphic, powers up on same channel as
last powered down, Li-Ion NP-7L battery lasts 6
hours, attached in rear. Internal battery tested
1:45 hours. No video out!
Monitor alone with protective custom screen cover on LCD.
Bracket with soft squishy handles + 3/8” Baby pin mount
NP-1 Batteries + Charger not included

$ 150.00
$ 800.00

Total $ 950.00

Latest info: http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Monitor_7_sales_and_rent.pdf

DUAL & TRIPLE 7” +10” LCD HANDHELD MONITORS

Has a built in rechargeable battery that lasts 2 hours. Built-in mini speakers, Inputs for
video BNC in rear. Outputs: headphones mini jack only! No video out. Bauer Battery
mount QRC gold modification with voltage regulator at extra cost. For rent or sale.
Read more at: http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/monitor_dual_7_marshall.pdf
Wolf Seeberg Video Tel: (310) 822-4973
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BATTERY WATCHER
This handy meter keeps track of battery
and charger condition. You will know how
much energy was put into your battery
and how much remains left. Comes with
XLR connectors. This SIMPLE meter
tracks camera current, battery use and
capacity.

$ 120.00
Read more at: http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Batteries_and_chargers.pdf

IDX CW5HD CAM-WAVE HD-SDI transmitter
Digital 5.2 Ghz less than one frame delay, 20 yard range exterior
with clean line of sight, – Revised Software in 2009 summer: can
use 2 encoded transmitters for 2 cameras on one stage; or: 4
transmitters (cameras) with many receivers on one stage if you
are a genius.
List price $ 6.000.00, Used one like new for sale
$ 4,500.00

WSV TV receiver antenna
A Log-periodic flat panel in a small package that
easily fits in Pelican 1600 case. It has hi-gain
and gives a stable signal for a roll-free picture.
Covers Ch. 14-69. 400-1000 Mhz. Use low loss
short cables to receiver. Comes with baby spud
mount to mount on a stand that raises it over
people’s heads, and BNC on pigtail.

$ 175.00
Read more at:
http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Antenna_UHF_flat_panel.pdf
http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Antenna_Cloverleaf.pdf

SONY TU1041U TUNER

Used tuners in stock, discontinued by Sony. Bulletproof. 12V power or AC. BNC input
conversion included. All have fine-tuning.
Used in perfect condition $ 550.00
More at: http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Tuner_1041.pdf
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ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Protects from bad power and ground loops: lifts grounds
between 2 gadgets, no more tingling when touching the
chassis, etc. Gets rid of "hum bars," double images and
noise in picture caused by ground loops. Eliminates
audio hum and buzz. A easy must have input device.

$ 100.00
http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Isolation_Transformer.pdf

DOLLY CABLE
BREAKAWAY
Flex arm with connector that
releases gently when tensioned
(break-away). nothing is damaged
and dolly keeps rolling if cable
disconnects.
$ 160.00
http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Dolly_Breakaway.pdf

RED ONE™
14V BATTERY
This battery lasts 3 hrs 45 min. with
all accessories powered up on the
RED ONE™. Built in is a precision
Volt Meter that tells remaining
capacity. It does not form a
“memory,” it is a 25Ahr sealed lead
acid approved to ship by air, weight
30 pounds, fused, lifetime warranty
on Pelican.
Battery for the RED ONE™ $ 1000.00
Charger 3½ hrs. Will not overcharge. $ 450.00
Read more at http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Batteries_and_chargers.pdf
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CUSTOM
SYSTEMS
We have built many
custom systems with
distribution and cabling
schemes incl. Cat 5 to
make life easier and
provide faster service.
We build everything to
work on 12V batteries.

Read more at:

http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Monitor_Transmitted_TV_show.pdf
http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Specials.pdf

We rent everything for video assist
Home
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